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We live in a right-handed world. Even though about 10-12% of humans are left-handed, left-handedness is considered as an inconvenience in most professions of the world including the medical. The present study, Left Handed Medical Professionals, in a Right Handed World: An ergonomic challenge was undertaken to study existing/prevailing knowledge, attitude and practices, experiences to identify and collate the stresses regarding right handedness and left handedness and to recognize the need for facilitation of left-handed medical professionals- Medical Practitioners, Medical Teachers and Medical students. The study undertaken was an exploratory one. It was carried out in Jaipur, amongst Medical Professionals-doctors/nurses, teachers, students etc. The study indicated 70% left-handed medical professionals are facing difficulties using the existing basic equipments (scissors, needle holders etc) and field specific equipments such as laryngoscope, Jockey of USG machine, endoscopy equipment, specific positioning at surgical tables, dental chairs, patient positioning use of microscope etc. Activities like tightening gripping, locking and releasing the instruments were also right biased in all surgical and medical equipments. They strongly felt the need for specialized equipments and procedures and had to exert to adapt themselves to support left-handedness. Left Handed Medical Professionals contrary to their natural tendencies, face problems, lack availability to left-handed instruments, accessories, work stations, protocols, practices and procedures etc. Left-handedness becomes a challenge to both doctors and their trainers in the current competitive scenario. This study took into account the perceptions of left-handed medical professionals in their strenuous efforts of adaptation to a right-handed world.
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